The properties of InAs quantum dots ͑QDs͒ deposited on compositionally homogenous and laterally modulated surfaces is investigated by photoluminescence ͑PL͒, atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒, and transmission electron microscopy. We use solid source molecular beam epitaxy on ͑100͒-oriented InP substrates to fabricate the samples. It is found that QDs grown on a laterally modulated surface are more uniform in size. This is implied by a decrease of 22% in the full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ in the PL signal at 77 K for InAs QDs deposited on the modulated surface as opposed to the homogenous surface for equal monolayer coverage of InAs. Similarly, plan view scans taken by ex situ contact AFM also show improved size uniformity of QDs grown on the laterally composition modulated surface as evidenced by a decrease in the standard deviation of area data compiled from the images. It is shown that the improvement in the geometrical uniformity of the quantum dots as depicted by the PL FWHM and AFM data is facilitated by an early onset of size self-equalization due to the lateral composition modulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The density of states ͑DOS͒ of a uniform ensemble of quantum dots ͑QDs͒ can theoretically be represented by an array of Dirac delta functions. If such a structure could be employed in the active region of a laser diode, many operating characteristics would be drastically improved due to the modified DOS alone. However, it is not possible to physically realize uniform ensembles of QDs. By utilizing Stranski-Krastanow growth during the two-dimensional to three-dimensional morphology transition, which is induced by highly strained epitaxy, dislocation-free QDs are easily fabricated. 1, 2 However, this process is random in nature which, consequently, yields a distribution of QD sizes. This has been shown to smear out the DOS, thereby minimizing the potential gains of using QDs. 3 Growth of QDs on misoriented substrates is known to decrease the distribution of dots grown in a single layer as evidenced by a decrease in the full width at half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of photoluminescence ͑PL͒ spectra as compared with QDs on ͑100͒ substrates. It has been found that this phenomena is most obvious on the B surface of ͑311͒ substrates. 4, 5 Another method to improve the uniformity of single layers of QDs includes dot deposition on nonplanar patterned ͑100͒ substrates. 6 The size uniformity issue has also been addressed by studying structures that contain multiple layers of QDs. 7, 8 In these structures the first dot layer is found to be random, but as the number of layers increases, the uniformity in dot size improves. This is because the first layer acts as a template by straining the spacer layer above it so as to decrease the randomness of subsequent QD deposition. The fact that the dot layers strain their corresponding spacer layers is supported by the effect that the QDs align themselves in the vertical direction and that the observed uniformity improvements require the spacer layers to be below a certain characteristic thickness. 9 In this study, we demonstrate a decrease in the distribution of QD sizes on exact oriented ͑100͒ InP substrates using a lateral composition modulated InGaAs surface as a growth template to improve the uniformity of a single layer of QDs. Further improvements are expected if we grow multiple layers of QDs on the laterally modulated template.
II. EXPERIMENT
High purity elemental Ga, In, and Al were utilized as the group III flux during molecular beam epitaxial growth. The group V flux was supplied by solid As which was thermally cracked thereby providing an overpressure of ϳ1ϫ10
Ϫ6
Torr. Group III flux rates were calibrated using standard reflection high energy electron diffraction ͑RHEED͒ intensity oscillations under As-rich conditions.
All samples were grown on on-axis ͑100͒-oriented InP substrates. The control sample used in this study consists of 3.6 ML of InAs deposited at 430°C on top of 2000 Å of Al 0.48 In 0.52 As. Small unintentional strain that may exist in the buffer layers was found not to affect the properties of the QDs. Samples used for templates containing laterally modulated compositions at the growth front were prepared by the strain-induced lateral-layer ordering ͑SILO͒ process 10 at a growth temperature equal to that of the observed InP surface oxide desorption temperature ͑500°C͒. In particular, after a buffer region, the templates contain 5 layers that have undergone a lateral composition modulation separated by 75 Å Al 0.24 Ga 0.24 In 0.52 As spacers in the ͓100͔ direction. Each of these layers containing an inhomogeneous lateral composition consists of a short-period superlattice ͑SPS͒ of 8 pairs of ͑InAs͒ 2.25 /͑GaAs͒ 2 where 2.25 and 2 refer to the number of a͒ Corresponding author; electronic mail: k-cheng@ux1.cso.uiuc.edu deposited monolayers of GaAs and InAs, respectively. Upon completing the deposition of the last ͑InAs͒ 2.25 /͑GaAs͒ 2 pair in the fifth laterally modulated layer, the substrate temperature is lowered to 430°C. At this point the InAs QDs are deposited on two samples using the same template structure. One sample received 3.6 ML of InAs where the second one received 6.0 ML. None of the samples contain a cap layer so atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒ can be performed. Finally, after the QDs were grown, an arrowhead RHEED pattern characteristic of QD formation was observed in each sample.
The samples were characterized using PL, ex situ contact AFM with a tip radius of about 200-400 Å, and crosssectional bright-field transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒. For PL, the structures were excited using the 5145 Å line of an Ar ϩ laser. The collected light was dispersed in a 0.5 m focal length grating spectrometer and detected with a liquid nitrogen cooled Ge detector using the lock-in technique.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned earlier, by growing SPSs of ͑InAs͒ 2.25 /͑GaAs͒ 2 a lateral composition modulation is achieved. 10, 11 In particular, regions of In-rich Ga x In 1Ϫx As and Ga-rich Ga y In 1Ϫy As ͑relative to InP͒ form across the ͓110͔ direction in each SPS layer. A plan view AFM image of a laterally modulated surface created by this method is shown in Fig. 1 . Note that the widths of the ridges seen in Fig. 1 are only approximate due to limitations in the tip radius used during AFM. More accurate dimensions are found using TEM as discussed later. Nevertheless, Fig. 1 is a good representation of the surface morphology that the InAs adatoms will encounter during QD growth. The elongated regions are perpendicular to the ͓110͔ direction. By depositing the QD material on such a laterally compositional modulated surface, the impinging adatoms experience a surface with a lattice constant that varies periodically across the growth plane in the ͓110͔ direction. 12, 13 The source of this lattice variation is from Poisson expansion/contraction and the atomic size difference that would be associated with In-rich Ga x In 1Ϫx As due to the larger radius of the indium atom. In particular, the In-rich and Ga-rich regions are grown coherently via the near zero net strain in ͑InAs͒ 2.25 /͑GaAs͒ 2 SPSs 14 on material lattice matched to InP. Thus, the In-rich regions experience Poisson expansion and a volume expansion resulting in a slightly dilated lattice at the growth front with respect to InP. On the other hand, the Ga-rich regions undergo a Poisson contraction and a shrinkage in volume resulting in a slightly contracted lattice with respect to InP. The resultant In-rich Ga x In 1Ϫx As at the growth surface provides a preferred location for the InAs QDs due to its larger lattice constant as compared with the Ga-rich regions. Furthermore, the degree of lateral composition modulation of the Ga x In 1Ϫx As can be manipulated depending on the structural design and growth conditions. 11, 15 The particular structure described earlier has been shown to correspond to a strong lateral composition modulation, thereby ensuring a lateral variation in the lattice parameter across the growth plane. 16 Figure 2 shows the normalized PL spectra taken at 77 K of a QD sample where 3.6 monolayers of InAs is deposited on a homogenous surface, and two samples where 3.6 and 6.0 monolayers of InAs is deposited on a surface with a lateral composition modulation. It is found that the FWHM of the dots grown on the homogenous surface is 66.0 meV. For the same amount of InAs coverage on a laterally modulated surface the FWHM is 51.6 meV which corresponds to a 22% improvement over the conventional QD structure. The sample for which 6.0 ML is deposited on a laterally modulated surface has a FWHM of 58.7 meV which is only a 11% improvement. This reduction in FWHM of the two samples grown on the laterally modulated surface is due to improved size uniformity of the QDs. The relative PL intensity of the sample containing QDs on a homogenous surface is ϳ10 times greater than the PL intensity collected from the QDs deposited on the laterally modulated surface. This is because the effective band gap of the modulated material is smaller than that of the QDs. 11 This problem can be easily overcome by employing the use of a ͑InAs͒ m /͑AlAs͒ n SPS. The AFM images of these three samples is shown in Fig.  3 . The density of each sample is ϳ2ϫ10 10 cm Ϫ2 , where the average QD height is 25 Å for the control sample and 60 Å for both test samples. Analysis of these images supports that the aforementioned improved FWHM is due to an increased size uniformity of the QDs. In particular, the standard deviation of the area data of the QDs follows a similar trend as that of the FWHM. The control sample has a standard deviation, , in area data of 600 Å 2 , where the sample with the same amount of InAs coverage on a laterally modulated surface is only 500 Å 2 . The structure with 6.0 monolayers has ϭ535 Å 2 . Thus, the distribution in QD size for QDs on a modulated surface is not as dispersed ͑i.e., more uniform͒ as for the case of the control sample as indicated by and corroborated by the PL FWHM results.
The improvement in PL FWHM and for the 6.0 ML of InAs on a laterally modulated surface is not as drastic as the 3.6 monolayer case because the QDs are larger, and therefore, overlap more as seen in Fig. 3 . This effectively decreases the uniformity of the sample by creating QD clusters.
Furthermore, the peak PL wavelength of the samples increases when going from InAs deposited on a homogenous surface to deposition on a modulated surface to increased coverage on a modulated surface. This is due to the increased size of the QDs as evidenced in Fig. 3 . As the dot dimensions grow, the separation of electronic states in the QD shrinks yielding a longer PL peak wavelength.
The fact that the InAs QDs are more uniform on a laterally compositional inhomogeneous surface is due to the nature of the modulated growth plane where there exists regions where the lattice is slightly dilated. These In-rich areas of Ga x In 1Ϫx As provide a preferred area for the InAs to grow because the misfit strain energy would be less here in comparison to the regions where the lattice is contracted. This effect is consistent with vertical spontaneous alignment seen in stacks of QDs and quantum wires 7, 8, 11 and is confirmed by bright-field cross-sectional TEM. In Fig. 4 the dark regions correspond to In-rich Ga x In 1Ϫx As. For this particular cross section, two QDs can be seen aligned above the In-rich material as expected. Note that the InAs dot contrast is not as dark as the In-rich Ga x In 1Ϫx As because it is not buried. Therefore, it is strained differently 17 which accounts for a different contrast than buried material that is strained from above and below in the ͓100͔ direction. As a result of growing on the In-rich regions where there is less lattice mismatch, the InAs dots will be larger than their ͑100͒ deposited counterparts, as can be seen in Fig. 3 . This in turn leads to a smaller dot-dot distance which increases the dot-dot interaction leading to the self-equalization of lateral dot size. 18 Thus, the uniformity of the dots is improved leading to a reduction in the PL FWHM and .
Finally, the dimensions of the ridges in Fig. 1 do not correlate perfectly with those of the lateral periodicity of the composition modulation in Fig. 4 . This is because the resolution of the AFM is limited by its tip radius, and the photo contrast is not optimal for obtaining highly accurate dimensions. Nevertheless, the measurements from both figures are not drastically different and they do compare well with the typical base widths of the QDs. 
IV. SUMMARY
We have demonstrated a new method for improving the uniformity of spontaneously formed QDs. In particular, by utilizing the SILO process on on-axis ͑100͒ InP substrates to induce a lateral composition modulation, we have created a novel growth template for subsequent InAs QD deposition. It is found that the uniformity of QDs deposited on this template is significantly improved with respect to dots grown on a lattice matched compositionally homogenous AlInAs buffer. The lateral composition modulation results in a lateral variation in lattice constant which provides preferred sites for the InAs QDs. This leads to a self-equalization condition thereby improving the uniformity of the QD ensemble.
